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About Us

About Practical Debt Relief

Practical Debt Relief is a Debt Settlement company dedicated to helping the average American get their

life back on track by learning how to manage their finances better. With a bad economy made even worse

by the credit card companies getting rich off of struggling citizens, our team of debt specialist are

determined to show you a better way in managing those unsecured debts.   We are an accredited

business member through BSI and are proud members of the USOBA & and IAPDA. These organizations

are in place to help protect consumers from unscrupulous and phony Debt Relief providers. In addition,

they provide ongoing education to ensure that our staff remains up to date on the latest procedures and

laws.

Our Owners & Management

Greg Pesetsky – Founder & President

Greg is the Founder and President of Practical Debt Relief.

Greg’s attention to detail and desire to help people led him

to the Debt Settlement and Debt Consolidation industry

back in 2001. With an immense desire to lead and

continually help people, Greg became a certified debt

arbitrator and decided it was time to open Practical Debt

Relief. The year was 2008 as he felt the time was perfect

with bankruptcy levels at an all time high and the real estate

market at its lowest. Greg has also ran a successful

mortgage company for several years which gave him the

vision of running successful and consumer friendly

business’s. In his spare time Greg enjoys training in the

sport of Muah Thai and Brazilian Jiu Jitsu more commonly known as the sport of MMA. Born with a strong

competitive nature, Greg also competes in the sport. He also enjoys spending time with family and

watching a good movie.
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Testimonials

I didn’t think it was possible to cut my debt by

over half. The stress of the phone calls and

loss of credit was causing my blood pressure

to skyrocket. Now, I feel much more relaxed

and know I am on the plan to success. Thank

you Practical Debt Relief. 

Bill, Florida

Thanks for your hard work and being so

patient with my Crazy Debt Situation. I am

sleeping better at night because of you. 

Nathan, New York

I never knew I had so many options when it

came to handling my debt. Thank you

Practical Debt Relief for taking me through

the process and caring for my situation. The

results are fast and impressive.

Kristi, California
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